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he fight over the Open Internet (better known as net neutrality) continued last month with the
Federal Communications Commission voting to reverse the 2015 Title II Order, which reclassified broadband Internet access as a “telecommunications service.” This decision means that the Internet will return to its pre-2015 Title I “information service” classification (For a history of how we
got to this point, read our past CommLaw Blog posts here). Furthermore, the Commission’s Order
removes much of the FCC’s oversight over the Internet, and reinstates shared jurisdiction with the
Federal Trade Commission.
However, it is obvious for anyone that has been following this fight that this battle is far from over.
While Commissioners on both sides of the aisle said they were in favor of Internet freedom, they
each had different definitions of what that means. In particular, the Republican and Democratic
Commissioners expressed fundamental differences in defining the nature of that freedom and the
Commission’s role in protecting such freedom.
For Chairman Pai, Commissioner O’Rielly, and Commissioner Carr, Internet freedom means an
open, market-based approach to the Internet marketplace not inhibited by so-called burdensome
regulations that have, as Chairman Pai put it, “…taken us in the opposite direction from consumer
preferences.”
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These three commissioners believe that the previous
Open Internet regulations have hindered investment
in broadband infrastructure growth. And thus, Commissioners Pai, O’Rielly, and Carr in their public
comments all argued that rolling backing net neutrality rules was a pro for consumers and for businesses.
Chairman Pai said that this change will remove regulations that he says constitute “heavy-handed micromanagement” and that the 2015 decision subjected, “the Internet to utility-style regulation designed
in the 1930s to govern Ma Bell.” Commissioner Carr
heralded the vote saying, “This is a great day for consumers, innovation, and for freedom.”
(Continued on page 2)
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In addressing the controversy over net neutrality, Carr also unequivocally rejected the notion that the
Commission was going to harm the Internet.
As he said,
No, the FCC is not ending the Internet. Or, as President Obama’s first Federal Trade Commission
Chairman recently put it, “the sky isn’t falling. Consumers will remain protected, and the Internet will
flourish.” What we’re doing with today’s vote is reversing a two-year old decision and returning to a
tried-and-true regulatory framework—one that we know from our own experience works for consumers and for innovators.
Commissioner O’Rielly was also a yes vote and in his comments said that the FCC was simply, “…
reverting back to the highly successful bipartisan governmental approach that existed before.”
On the other hand, Commissioners Clyburn and Rosenworcel vehemently dissented from the Commission’s ruling. For the two Democratic commissioners, Internet freedom means promoting competition
while protecting consumer interests. They believe that the provision of Internet access service needs
some baseline regulations, primarily from the FCC and not the FTC, in order to ensure that consumers
are free to have equal access to the Internet, Internet content, and Internet speeds. Both Clyburn and
Rosenworcel saw the rollback of net neutrality as an overreach by a Commission that they argue has not
listened to the public.
In her comments, Rosenworcel stated,
So after erasing our net neutrality rules what is left? What recourse do consumers have? We’re told
don’t worry, competition will save us. But the FCC’s own data shows that our broadband markets are
not competitive. Half of the households in this country have no choice of broadband provider. So if
your broadband provider is blocking websites, you have no recourse. You have nowhere to go. We’re
told don’t worry, the Federal Trade Commission will save us. But the FTC is not the expert agency for
communications. … But at the same time, the FCC all but clears the field with sweeping preemption of
anything that resembles state or local consumer protection.
Rosenworcel’s sentiments echoed those of Commissioner Clyburn who said,
Reclassification of broadband will do more than wreak havoc on net neutrality. It will also undermine
our universal service construct for years to come, something which the Order implicitly acknowledges.
It will undermine the Lifeline program. It will weaken our ability to support robust broadband infrastructure deployment. And what we will soon find out, is what a broadband market unencumbered by
robust consumer protections will look like. I suspect the result will not be pretty.
In an already heated discussion, the net neutrality decision also sparked a discussion on the actual role
of the agency. In Commissioner Clyburn’s strong dissent, she said that the FCC was soon to be
“toothless” and is,

(Continued on page 3)
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…handing the keys to the Internet – the Internet, one of the most remarkable, empowering, enabling inventions of our lifetime – over to a handful of multi-billion dollar corporations. And if past
is prologue, those very same broadband Internet service providers, that the majority says you
should trust to do right by you, will put profits and shareholder returns above, what is best for
you.
Meanwhile, her Republican colleagues argued that they do not find that it is the role of the Commission to oversee the Internet. As Chairman Pai stated, “What I am saying is that the government
shouldn’t be in the business of picking winners and losers in the Internet economy,” he said. “We
should have a level playing field and let consumers decide who prevails… It is time for us to return
to the bipartisan regulatory framework under which the Internet flourished prior to 2015. It is time
for us to restore Internet freedom.”
This decision is also intended to restore the FTC’s ability to protect consumers from unfair and deceptive practices by Internet Service Providers online (we wrote about this back in 2016).
As readers know, the debate over net neutrality is far from over. There is no doubt that the Commission’s Order will be subject to court appeals. Furthermore, members of Congress say that they want
to pass bi-partisan legislation on this matter.
All that said, keep an eye on CommLaw Blog for future developments in this heated debate. In the
meantime, take a look back at how we got here by catching up on our net neutrality posts of yesteryear.
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ast month, the Federal Communications Commission took steps to review and update its Rural Health Care Program (RHCP) via a Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Order. The item
seeks comment on how to improve RHCP, including extending a waiver to allow for the rollover
of RHCP funds from Fiscal Year 2017 into mid-2018.
The goal of RHCP has been to improve the quality of health care to patients in rural communities
where, according to the National Rural Health Association, only nine percent of the country’s
physicians practice. Thus, citizens often face difficulties in getting access to quality health care
due to a lack of available professionals.
To help, RHCP covers the costs of broadband service for rural health care providers so that they
can communicate with patients miles away, rural clinics can send X-rays to a radiologist in an
urban area, provide psychiatric counseling through video conferencing, or even help a woman via
video who is struggling with a difficult pregnancy. These types of services need a broadband connection, which may not be available in a particular community.
The RHCP Program was established by the 1996 Telecommunications Act to “facilitate health
care delivery in rural and remote parts of America.” The Telecom Program, the Health Care Fund
Program, the Internet Access Program, and the Rural Health Care Pilot Program all fall under
the umbrella of the RHCP Program.
Health care providers in rural America use RHCP in order to, according to the FCC, “provide telemedicine, transmit health records, and conduct other telehealth activities, thereby improving
patient care and reducing health care costs.” The program provides eligible health care providers
with a 65 percent discount on broadband services in rural America.
The NPRM aims to, “ensure that all communities have access to advanced telehealth services”
and “curtail waste, fraud, and abuse” within the program. Chairman Pai said that the FCC will
begin working toward that goal by trying to identify the ideal size for RHCP in the future and
ways in which the program can function better.
The NPRM raises questions on the following: increasing the spending cap for the program, evaluating the program for fairness and accuracy to establish funding requests, reforming broadband
rates, re-defining what “cost-effectiveness” means, ensuring funding for rural and tribal health
care providers, simplifying program participation, and enhancing proper oversight of the program.
In particular, the NPRM asks whether a $400 million annual spending cap should be waived on a
one-time basis because for – the third year in a row – the spending cap for the program has been
exceeded. This would allow previously allotted funds from Fiscal Year 2017 to roll over until mid(Continued on page 5)
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2018. The Commission is also seeking comment on whether or not this one-time waiver
should be permanently extended.
Finally, the NPRM seeks to gain feedback on how to ensure funding for rural and tribal
health care providers and maintaining the participation of rural-urban provider consortia.
The Commission unanimously agreed to evaluate RHCP because, as Commissioner Carr
said, “It is important that our rules incentivize the wise and prudent spending of program
funds, while ensuring that more Americans, regardless of where they live, have access to
advanced telehealth services.” Commissioner Carr also voiced concern that RHCP has
seen an increase in funding, while the number of health care service providers using the
program has diminished. However, he expressed his support for the Commission to look
into updating the program.
Chairman Pai echoed Carr’s sentiments regarding wise and prudent spending, expressing
his hope that this proceeding will identify why the program is oversubscribed and offer
ideas as to how to tackle the “substantial waste, fraud, and abuse in the program.” He
said, “Recent enforcement activity has shown it is all too easy for unscrupulous companies to manipulate the system for their own profit at the expense of the American taxpayer and the rural health care providers that truly need support.”
There were bipartisan expressions of support as Commissioner Rosenworcel said that she
backs the NPRM because, “It examines how to future proof the Commission’s Rural
Healthcare Program. At the same time, it seeks comment on how to responsibly manage
the program budget and, to this end, it asks important questions about prioritization.”
The comment date for this measure has yet to be set.
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n December, Chairman Pai and the FCC continued their campaign of revamping FCC rules,
this time by adopting a Report and Order tackling the Commission’s Commercial Mobile Radio Services (CMRS). The Order deletes Sections 20.7 and 20.9 of the Commission’s rules and
is intended to generally eliminate an “outdated and incomplete list of certain services” and
streamline rules across all spectrum bands by removing regulations that unnecessarily apply to
some mobile service providers.
Section 20.7 of the rules specified some, but not all, examples of services that meet the definition of “mobile services.” Section 20.9 of the rules provided a list of services that were presumed to be commercial mobile radio services. It also required applicants or licensees in those
services to file a petition for waiver of that CMRS status in order to be classified instead as providers of Private Mobile Radio Service (“PMRS”). Under Section 332 of the Communications
Act, and numerous other FCC rules, CMRS providers have significantly more regulatory obligations than PMRS providers, and CMRS providers are in many ways treated as “common carriers.”
The Order notes that while “Section 20.9’s regulatory treatment of certain service bands may
well have been a reasonable tool when it was adopted, it was based on assumptions that no
longer apply—namely that a licensee would offer a service restricted either to CMRS or PMRS
use rather than seek to have the flexibility to operate as both.”
Furthermore, the Order goes on to note that in recent years, “the Commission’s spectrum regulation has turned toward a flexible use model that no longer supports this particular treatment
embedded in our rules.” The Commission points out that because of Section 20.9 of the rules,
some applicants that might otherwise have their applications granted very quickly instead have
to file waivers or similar pleadings to be regulated as PMRS providers, which adds unnecessary
cost and delay to the application process.
Changes in technologies and the markets for spectrum also resulted in the need for these sorts
of waivers, or related regulatory requests. For example, spectrum allocated for Automated Maritime Telecommunications Systems (“AMTS”) was presumed to be CMRS in Section 20.9 of the
Commission’s rules. However, due to the growth in the use of cellular phones, AMTS never really developed as the public commercial service originally envisioned, and now AMTS spectrum
is used in some cases to provide Positive Train Control (“PTC”) or services for utilities. But, PTC
cannot operate if the PTC facilities fulfill CMRS requirements to provide service to the general
public. Therefore, rail carriers seeking to use this spectrum for PTC must file additional certifications requesting PRMS status and must demonstrate that they can only operate such systems
on a private, internal use basis.
(Continued on page 7)
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The Order states that nothing therein,
…is intended to substantively change the definitions of CMRS and
PMRS in Section 20.3 of [the] rules, which generally track the statutory definitions and which provide sufficiently clear guidance to enable
providers to continue to determine the nature of their services accurately. Nor [does the FCC] take any action in this Order to change the
regulatory obligations that attach to CMRS operations or to PMRS
operations. Entities may continue to provide both CMRS and PMRS
under the same license, to the extent allowed by, and subject to, the
statutes, rules, and requirements that otherwise apply to the particular service at issue.
Lurking to the side, the Commission’s Net Neutrality/ Open Internet
Order debate leaked into this item. Commissioner Clyburn dissented,
based on her concerns in the Open Internet proceedings regarding the
classification of mobile broadband Internet access service. Clyburn said
action in the Part 20/CMRS proceeding removes “certain important
procedural safeguards” that could help parties demonstrate that a wireless company’s mobile broadband service should be classified as CMRS.
On the other hand, Commissioner Carr supported this Order on the
basis that it eliminated a set of 20-year-old rules that did not “help level the regulatory playing field for wireless providers…” Instead, Carr
said, this update to CMRS rules will “enable wireless networks in the
U.S. to evolve with technology and to do so much more quickly than if
they operators had to obtain government sign-off each step of the way.”
Keep watching CommLaw Blog for any updates on this proceeding. In
the meantime, contact us if you have questions.
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n its final Open Meeting of 2017, the FCC unanimously adopted a new member to the Emergency Alert Systems (EAS) family: the “Blue Alert.” Transmitted through the broadcast EAS
and Wireless Emergency Alert (WEA) systems, the Blue Alert is a voluntary alert code that can
be used by state and local authorities to alert the public of credible “threats to law enforcement
and to help apprehend dangerous suspects.” See it as an Amber Alert for law enforcement.
The Report and Order was approved after an emotional testimony by the family members of
Rafael Ramos and Wenjian Liu from the New York Police Department, who were gunned down
while on duty and whose deaths lead to the 2015 Blue Alert Act. This FCC approval will allow
for more states to adopt the new EAS code.
This new alert can be disseminated through television, radio, satellite, and wireless phones using the three character code BLU. On a voluntary basis, all EAS Participants can upgrade their
software to include the BLU event code. However, those wishing to upgrade will have to bear
the cost for installation, downloading the software updates, and any other clerical work necessary.

For those wishing to welcome Blue Alert into their EAS system, the FCC has provided a 12month implementation period for broadcast EAS and an 18-month implementation period for
WEA via people’s phones. These timelines are designed to ensure that those choosing to deliver EAS Blue Alert can have the sufficient training, resources, and time available to address any
technical issues that arise to ensure the successful delivery of Blue Alerts. The Commission also believes that by upgrading the EAS with Blue Alert on a rolling, voluntary basis that it will
cut down on significant costs to EAS Participants.
The FCC, along with the National Broadcasters Association, believes that this Order will now
allow the public for an “opportunity to protect themselves and their families and to report relevant information to law enforcement, thus facilitating the apprehension of suspects who are
alleged to pose an imminent threat to law enforcement officers.”

Commissioner Carr heralded the measure saying, “This action should facilitate the delivery of
Blue Alerts in a uniform and consistent manner nationwide and, in the process, increase the
reach and effectiveness of these potentially life-saving warnings.” Commissioner Clyburn added that a, “three-character Blue Alert event code is the most effective means to share vital information in critical situations.”
If your arms are wide open to welcome Blue Alert into your EAS system, contact us about how
we can help you.
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t was around this time last year that one of the most closely watched fights in music licensing history – if not copyright generally – went to the next level as the Radio Music License Committee
(RMLC) sued Global Music Rights (GMR). The RMLC lawsuit alleges that GMR, Irving Azofffounded newest Performing Rights Organization (PRO), was engaged in anticompetitive behavior in
not agreeing to a license that would permit RMLC-represented (mainly mainstream commercial)
radio stations around the country to perform musical works owned by GMR members over the air
and via the Internet. This includes songs performed by, among others, Bruce Springsteen, The Beatles, Pharrell, Blake Shelton, Bruno Mars, and Taylor Swift.
The RMLC lawsuit was filed in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania and assigned to The Honorable Darnell Jones. We highlighted this fact in our original post on
the RMLC-GMR litigation because Judge Jones, as we wrote, is:
the same federal judge who presided over the RMLC’s litigation against SESAC that settled on favorable terms for the RMLC last year. If that litigation is any indication, radio stations may soon
see some of the same competitive restraints that limit other PROs’ ability to demand supracompetitive license fees imposed on GMR as well.
GMR certainly recognized the importance of this venue as it filed its own lawsuit in its home state of
California back in December 2016 alleging anti-competitive behavior on the part of the RMLC, a
move that seemed as much tactical – to force the litigation west – as substantive. We noted in a post
in earlier 2017 that it seemed more likely that the California litigation would be moved to Pennsylvania than the other way around, as the United States District Court for the Central District of California stayed its proceedings in the GMR-initiated lawsuit pending the outcome of a GMR motion
in Pennsylvania to move that case to the left coast. As we wrote:
the California court stated that the RMLC case had been filed first and that under the so-called
“first-to-file” rule, GMR’s later lawsuit, which involved the same parties and substantially similar
issues, should be decided in Pennsylvania if that suit remained active. Rather than transferring
GMR’s case immediately, the court stayed the case until the Eastern District of Pennsylvania court
had the opportunity to rule on GMR’s own motion to move that case to California.
The court had a different view.
On Nov. 29, 2017, United States Magistrate Judge Lynne Sitarski of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania recommended that Judge Jones dismiss the RMLC’s Pennsylvania-based lawsuit against
GMR and encouraged the RMLC to refile its case in California. Judge Sitarski based her ruling on
the fact that Pennsylvania courts have no jurisdiction over the case because GMR does not have a
sufficient presence in that state:
(Continued on page 10)
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[n]either GMR nor RMLC is a citizen of or resides in Pennsylvania. Neither maintains a
business office in Pennsylvania. Neither employs a person who is a citizen of, or resides
in, Pennsylvania. None of the songwriters and publishers affiliated with GMR is based,
or has a primary residence, in Pennsylvania. GMR does not own property in Pennsylvania. GMR’s and RMLC’s representatives did not conduct any meetings in Pennsylvania. GMR conducted every phone conference of record with RMLC from GMR’s headquarters in Los Angeles. Before GMR offered and sold the interim licenses, GMR did not
conduct any business in Pennsylvania. GMR did not offer or sell a license to any RMLC
member or radio station that had a substantial place of business in Pennsylvania, or
that was formed under the laws of Pennsylvania. The record is devoid of any evidence
that GMR’s representatives traveled to, visited, or physically entered Pennsylvania at
any time.) GMR did not send any communications to Pennsylvania companies, citizens,
or residents. GMR has not sent any cease and desist letters to Pennsylvania companies,
citizens, or residents. GMR has not filed a lawsuit for copyright infringement in Pennsylvania—or any other cause of action or proceeding of record.
This move is a setback for the RMLC and the stations it represents, but the overall impact
is unclear. Yes, Pennsylvania clearly seems to be the favorable venue – and Judge Jones a
favorable jurist – for the RMLC given the SESAC case. But the Magistrate’s ruling is preliminary in nature; the RMLC has already said it will appeal that preliminary recommendation and, in any event, will take the fight to California if necessary. Further, there is no
indication that the United States District Court for the Central District of California is a
clearly unfavorable venue for the RMLC.
This was surprising to us and certainly not favorable to the RMLC but it is far from the
last word in this case – in fact, neither the Pennsylvania nor the California court has really gotten into the merits of each side’s argument. In the meantime, stations currently operating under the interim license that was first agreed to in December 2016 and then extended in August 2017 are probably more focused on the status of that interim license as
we get closer to its current expiration date of March 31, 2018. Check back at CommLaw
Blog for more updates on that interim license and this litigation.
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O

ur websites are global, our e-commerce offerings reach customers around the world, our
Internet radio broadcasts elicit responses from listeners around the globe and our consultants often hail from London to New Delhi.
Whether people pay us, whether we pay them, or whether we just correspond with people interested in our products, services and programs, we often exchange personal data that includes email addresses, phone numbers, and physical addresses. This personal data is increasingly protected by regulations around the world, especially when it is collected online.
Nowhere is this regulation more stringent than in Europe.
In just five months, new European privacy regulations, called the General Data Protection
Rules (GDPR) will take effect, with large new fines and a strong European Union (EU) commitment to enforcement. This new law fundamentally increases protection of personal data
and its reach extends far beyond the borders of the EU. Companies all over the world are preparing for the change. Are you?
This article provides an overview of the new GDPR, suggests steps which companies might
take to better understand and stay on the right side of these rules (including by “selfcertifying” your company’s compliance) and provides some U.S.-based resources in the form
of the websites of the Department of Commerce and U.S. Better Business Bureau. For those
who collect personal data from citizens in EU countries, the time to act is now.
EU Data Protection Law in a Nutshell
Europe has a different type of protection for personal data then the U.S. For instance, U.S.based data privacy laws are sectoral: we protect an individual’s health data, financial data and
even individual movie rentals. Due to the abusive use of personal data collected before and
during WWII, European countries have taken a much harder line than the U.S. when it
comes to private collection of personal data. As one of the first laws of the then-new European Union, the Data Protection Directive was passed in 1995 and created a comprehensive data protection law for Europe. All personal data of European individuals is broadly protected
and controlled over that data, which rests with the individual and includes: (1) a right to review the data, and correct as appropriate, and (2) a right to consent to “secondary uses” of the
data, including whether or not the data may be shared or sold to third parties for purposes
unrelated to the original purchase or service.

(Continued on page 12)
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In 2016, European lawmakers went one giant step further. The EU created a stronger set of
data privacy laws designed to further harmonize the data protection laws of the region and
better correlate them to 21st century technologies. Now this law, the GDPR, is shaking up the
way companies around the world collect, process, retain, share and delete personal data collected from European citizens. Every company working with data flows from Europe should
be closely reviewing their data policies, procedures and processing to see if their compliance
is required.
Why Should Companies in the U.S. (or Anywhere Outside the EU) Care About
the GDPR?
The GDPR is expressly extraterritorial. The EU intends for these regulations to apply not only
in Europe, but anywhere personal data of Europeans is collected, stored, processed, transferred or shared. The GDPR applies, for example, if your company sells a product to a French
citizen, regardless of where your business is located and whether you store that data on servers in the EU, the U.S. or elsewhere.
This is important because the GDPR has teeth. Tired of companies worldwide ignoring their laws, the EU created penalties in the GDPR that are making even the largest companies wince. Penalties may be assessed up to four percent of worldwide annual revenue or 20 million Euros (whichever is greater) with fines going into effect on May
25, 2018. The clock is ticking…
How Can Your Company Continue to Receive Personal Data from Individuals in
EU Countries?
A year ago, after the passage of the GDPR, DOC employees rushed to the table to their European Commission (EC) counterparts to figure out how to keep personal data flowing from the
EU to the U.S. without interruption. They hammered out an agreement called the EU–U.S.
Privacy Shield to provide a framework by which U.S. companies could review, and if appropriate, modify their data processing processes and “self-certify” their compliance to the Privacy Shield. A properly self-certifying U.S. company can then hold itself out to European citizens and companies as legal to receive and process personal data. Adoption of the Privacy
Shield framework is optional for U.S. companies, but offers the easiest route to continue data
flows from Europe.
Preparing for the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield
The Privacy Shield requires U.S. companies to review their handling of personal data, including how the company provides notice when collecting personal data, how the company allows
the individual to access and control that data and how the company retains and deletes per
(Continued on page 13)
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sonal data. U.S. companies also are responsible for the personal data they pass to others, including vendors, and thus the U.S. remains accountable for ensuring that the data is processed in compliance with GDPR requirements. European citizens also have the right to raise
concerns about the use of their personal data, and initiate reviews and investigations.
Are you ready? The biggest companies are already well on their way to compliance. As they
know that changes to software and staff procedures can take months or years, AMEX, IBM
and other Fortune 500 companies have already rushed to review and revise the way they process personal data. In addition, their technologists and lawyers are being generous in sharing
guidance to other businesses. For example, IBM has posted its “Journey to GDPR Readiness”
with advice and guidance, and a helpful “count-down clock” to let companies know the time
left before the GDPR laws take effect — 163 days, 02 hours and 04 minutes to May 25, 2018
(as of the writing of this paragraph).
Still, many medium-sized and small businesses do not seem to be caught up in the GDPR
frenzy. They do so at their own peril.
Do Medium and Small Business Need to Prepare for the GDPR Too?
The GDPR does not contain any type of “small business exemption.” It applies to all businesses of all sizes that collect personal data for commercial purposes from EU citizens.
Small and medium-sized businesses who believe they may not be targeted for enforcement,
or think that compliance is too expensive, need to understand that such ostrich-like behavior
is risky. Again, the law’s application – and, technically, its enforcement – does not stop at the
EU’s borders. The only way to eliminate all risk is to stop collecting personal data from citizens in the EU or comply with the GDPR.
What can you do to prepare? The best option for a small to medium-sized company is to “self
-certify” through the DOC. That involves a process of reviewing and updating your company’s
processing of personal data. This may involve changing your data processing, your privacy
policies, your vendor agreements, and more to reflect the requirements of the Privacy Shield.

The DOC, the Federal Trade Commission, and the U.S. Better Business Bureau (BBB) have
created tools to help businesses of all sizes. The DOC and FTC jointly created a Privacy Shield
website with detailed guidance on the Privacy Shield Principles, including tips on how to develop compliant data process practices and privacy statements, and where to self-certify with
the DOC when the hard work is done.
The BBB created an even more accessible website which is good for smaller businesses and
opens with the basic question: “Where do I start?” The BBB’s “Five Step Program” walks
(Continued on page 14)
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companies through the basic questions of whether they need to become Privacy-Shield compliant, and if so, how to accomplish it. The BBB also provides an affordable service for handling complaints from EU citizens. Called an “independent recourse mechanism,” it is available to all U.S. business who self-certify through the BBB. (Note: you will still need to selfcertify with the DOC.)

Overall, don’t wait!
It’s not easy to self-certify. But with the new tools, the European laws are easier to understand and the steps for reviewing and updating your data processing, notification and policies
are clear. With only five months to go until the May 25, 2018 deadline, the time to start is
now (if you have not done so already).
One reason is that the European Commission (EC) has signaled a clear focus on enforcement
of the GDPR. EC officials recently completed their “first annual review” of the Privacy Shield
and urged the DOC to be more actively engaged in monitoring of compliance with Privacy
Shield principles and provide better detection of false claims of certification under the Privacy Shield program. It is clear that the EC will be watching closely as U.S. companies unveil
their “self-certification” programs.

So, Don’t wait! Changes to software and policies can take time, as does training data centers
and other staff. Preparation for self-certification is doable with the assistance of existing websites. Of course, there are attorneys who specialize in the GDPR and Privacy Shield, and their
responsiveness to your business’ questions — at the right moment when you need it — may
save you critical time and money.
If you have customers, consultants and commenters in the EU, you have no choice but to act
or expose yourself to liability. The IBM count-down clock continues as it counts down toward
enforcement and fines. You won’t want to snooze on this one.

***
Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth knows U.S. data privacy and the GDPR. Our attorneys work closely with companies operating on the Internet to ensure compliance with the FTC’s Children’s
Online Privacy Protection Act, the EU Data Protective Directive and now the GDPR. We audit client websites for compliance with online advertising and other privacy regulations, and
regularly assist with questions regarding the Telephone Consumer Protection Act. If you have
any questions, please contact your attorney here at FHH or Kathy Kleiman, FHH Internet
Counsel.
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Effective Date of Main Studio Rule
Elimination Announced
FHH Law
703-812-0400

E

ffective Jan. 8, 2018, AM, FM, and television broadcast stations will no longer be required
to maintain a main studio. The Commission voted back in October to eliminate the Main
Studio Rule based on findings that the cost of maintaining a main studio outweighed the benefits. The Order was published in the Federal Register on Dec. 8, and will take effect 30 days after publication (since that date would fall on a Sunday, the revision is effective Monday, Jan. 8,
2018).
We wrote about the implications of the repeal of the main studio rule back in October, following that month’s FCC Open Meeting.
As outlined in the Order adopted by the Commission and published in the Federal Register,
“We affirm the tentative conclusion … that technological innovations have rendered local studios unnecessary as a means for viewers and listeners to communicate with or access their local
stations and to carry out the other traditional functions that they have served.”
The main studio rule repeal also encompasses staffing requirements associated with the main
studio. Previously, it was required that main studios be staffed with a “meaningful management and staff presence” in order to execute the station’s operations.
Now, as of Jan. 8, 2018 broadcast stations will no longer be required to staff or maintain a
main studio. As a reminder, however, they will need to maintain a local or toll-free telephone
number and, until their local public inspection file is entirely moved online, must maintain a
hard-copy file at an accessible location in their community of license.

Comment Deadlines Set for Proposed Changes in
Ancillary/Supplementary Service Report Requirements
back in October, the Commission has proposed to end the requirement
A sthatwe allreported
digital television, LPTV, and TV translator stations file annual ancillary/

supplementary services reports. Plus, it instead requires only stations which actually offer such
ancillary/supplementary services to file the forms and report on any revenues received. While
this proposal has been almost universally welcomed, the FCC still must seek comment before it
changes its rules.
So, right before everyone sang Auld Lang Syne to kick off 2018, all comments on this matter
were due to the FCC by Dec. 29. Reply comments will be due on Jan. 16, 2018.
If you have questions on how to file a comment or how this might impact you, reach out to us.
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Deadlines!
Upcoming FCC Broadcast Filing Deadlines

D

o you know what FCC filing deadlines are in the coming months? We do. Note our list
is not comprehensive, and other proceedings may apply to you.

January 10, 2018 –
Repack Transition Progress Report – All full-power and Class A television stations repacked as a result of the incentive auction must file a report in LMS to detail their progress
toward completion of the transition.
Children’s Television Programming Reports – For all commercial television and Class A
television stations, the fourth quarter 2017 children’s television programming reports must
be filed electronically with the Commission. These reports then should be automatically
included in the online public inspection file, but we would recommend checking, as the FCC
bases its initial judgments of filing compliance on the contents and dates shown in the
online public file. Please note that as has been the case for some time now, the required use
of the Licensing and Management System for the children’s reports means that the licensee
FRN and password are necessary to log in; therefore, you should have that information at
hand before you start the process.
Commercial Compliance Certifications – For all commercial television and Class A television stations, a certification of compliance with the limits on commercials during programming for children ages 12 and under, or other evidence to substantiate compliance with
those limits, must be uploaded to the online public inspection file.
Website Compliance Information – Television and Class A television station licensees must
upload and retain in their online public inspection files records sufficient to substantiate a
certification of compliance with the restrictions on display of website addresses during programming directed to children ages 12 and under.
Issues/Programs Lists – For all commercial and noncommercial radio, television, and
Class A television stations, a listing of each station’s most significant treatment of community issues during the past quarter must be placed in the station’s public inspection
file. Radio stations in the top 50 markets and in an employment unit with five or more employees will have to place these reports in the new online public inspection file, while all
other radio stations may continue to place hard copies in the paper file for the time being. Television and Class A television stations will continue upload them to the online
file. The list should include a brief narrative describing the issues covered and the programs which provided the coverage, with information concerning the time, date, duration,
and title of each program.
(Continued on page 17)
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Deadlines!
(Continued from page 16)

Class A Television Continuing Eligibility Documentation – The Commission requires that
all Class A Television maintain in their online public inspection files documentation sufficient to demonstrate that the station is continuing to meet the eligibility requirements of
broadcasting at least 18 hours per day and broadcasting an average of at least three hours
per week of locally produced programming. While the Commission has given no guidance
as to what this documentation must include or when it must be added to the public file, we
believe that a quarterly certification which states that the station continues to broadcast at
least 18 hours per day, that it broadcasts on average at least three hours per week of locally
produced programming, and lists the titles of such locally produced programs should be
sufficient.
February 1, 2018 –
EEO Public File Reports – All radio and television stations with five (5) or more full-time
employees located in Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Nebraska, New Jersey, New
York, and Oklahoma must place EEO Public File Reports in their public inspection files. TV
stations must upload the reports to the online public file. Radio stations in the top 50 markets and in an employment unit with five or more employees will have to place these reports in the online public inspection file; all other radio stations may continue to place hard
copies in the paper public file for the next month. For all stations with websites, the report
must be posted there as well. Per announced FCC policy, the reporting period may end ten
days before the report is due, and the reporting period for the next year will begin on the
following day.
EEO Mid-Term Reports – All radio stations with eleven or more full-time employees in
New Jersey or New York, and all television stations with five or more full-time employees
in Kansas, Nebraska, or Oklahoma must electronically file a mid-term EEO report on FCC
Form 397, with the last two EEO public file reports attached.
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Mark Your Calendars: Political Broadcasting Webinar
Set for Jan. 18 Hosted by
Colorado Broadcasters Association and
Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth
Join us on Thursday, Jan. 18, 2018 from 2 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. EST for a political
broadcasting rules refresher webinar! Presented in collaboration with the Colorado
Broadcasters Association and Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, the webinar will be hosted by
FHH’s all-star attorneys Frank Montero, Scott Johnson, and Dan Kirkpatrick. And, as an
added bonus, the webinar will feature Bobby Baker a long-time head of the FCC’s political
programming staff.
The webinar will cover:
 Lowest Unit Rate calculation
 What are equal opportunities (also called equal time) requirements and what
programs are exempt from this?
 Impact on streamed political ads online
 Handling “issue” ads from PACs
 Record keeping
 and more!

To register, all you need to do is click here.
The webinar will be available for download, along with corresponding presentation slides.
Attendees will also be able to ask questions during the webinar’s broadcast.
We hope you join us!

FHH - On the Job, On the Go
On Jan. 11, Frank Jazzo will be attending the Rockefeller College Advisory Board
Meeting and the Rockefeller College Alumni-Student Pre-Law Reception, both in
New York City.
On Jan. 22-24, Bob Winteringham will be attending the National Educational Telecommunications Association’s Annual Conference in Washington, D.C.
On Feb. 4-6, Kathleen Victory will be attending the 2018 AFCEA West Conference in

San Diego, Calif.

